30 November 2012

FIRST FEED TO KILN

Lynas Corporation (ASX:LYC, OTC:LYSDY) is pleased to announce that first feed to kiln and commencement of operations are now underway at the Lynas Advanced Materials Plant in Malaysia (“LAMP”). Initial feeding of concentrate into the kiln has occurred, and the current plan is to progress to continuous feed by next week.

“This is a significant milestone for Lynas,” said Lynas Executive Chairman Nicholas Curtis. “The operation of the LAMP is now a reality, and the LAMP will provide real data that will assure people that the LAMP is entirely safe for our local communities and the environment. We are excited to start creating value at the LAMP, and we look forward to sharing that value with all of our key stakeholders, including the communities in which we operate.”

Lynas anticipates a ramp-up period of three to four months until first commercial sales and subsequent cash generation.

For further information please contact Alistair Reid on +61 2 8259 7100 or visit www.lynascorp.com

For all media enquiries please contact Alan Jury from FTI Consulting on +61 2 8298 6100.